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Abstract: Corruption today is the first-rate problem of human society and the international community. In transitional 

countries such as Croatia and Serbia, offenses of corruption are very pronounced, especially since legal and institutional 

frameworks for combating corruption have not been developing for a long time. The paper deals with the notion, 

characteristics and dimensions of corruption in the function of discussion on criminal offenses of corruption in these 

countries. It gives a brief overview of the major international legal sources that Croatia and Serbia have adopted and 

incorporated into national legislation. The central part of the work is devoted to national legal framework for the fight 

against corruptive acts, a comparative legal representation and the most common criminal offenses were pointed out in 

more detailed. Concluding considerations are devoted to some de lege ferenda proposals to suppress criminal offenses of 

corruption. 
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1. Introduction 
Corruption today is undeniable a global problem. This phenomenon, known since the emergence of human society, has 

remained rooted to date by very skillfully changing its forms and adapting to social circumstances. Corruption today 

represents one of the biggest threats to a developed society and its legal order. Acts of corruption equally threaten the 

rich and poor countries, especially affected are countries in transition. Social changes in the world at the end of the last 

century have also affected the area of our region, which unfortunately escalated in a war conflict and enormous increase 

in crime rates. Corruption was an indispensable companion of this process and in some places it has become even a 

phenomenon that is to some extent socially acceptable. Equally threatened are both the public and private sector and 

citizens' trust in the state and its authorities, which led to a huge mistrust of potential foreign investors in the economy of 

the newly created states. After the war, Croatia started the harmonization of legal norms with the legal instruments of 

EU, whose member it became in 2013. In that context, Croatia adopted legal solutions and anti-corruption mechanisms 

and established an institutional and legal framework. Serbia is in a more difficult position because it is still in the process 

of applying for EU membership and is still in the process of building a legal and institutional framework. In the field of 

corruption Serbia is given serious recommendations by the specialized international organization GRECCO that need to 

be adopted and implemented. Of particular importance are chapters no.23 and 24 of accession negotiations with the EU 

where the recommendations that Serbia needs to incorporate into its legislation are listed. 

 

2. General Considerations on Corruption 
Corruption (Lat. corruptio) implies perversion, disgrace; bribing; and is known since the earliest days of human society. 

One of the most famous philosophers of ancient Greece, Aristotle, pointed out that the system of ephorea at the time was 

conducive to the development of corruption in society because "the greatest crimes have not been committed to obtain 

the necessary, but surplus." In the essence of corruption is the human nature and the need for unlawful material gain, 

which remains to the present day of the modern era. The conceptual definition of corruption is different in contemporary 

doctrine and practice, so there is no uniform definition. According to the sociological concept of corruption, acts that 
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violate moral and legal norms relate to the concept of general good and public interest. The legalistic view is based on 

ancient laws such as the Hammurabi Code and the Roman Law (Table 12). The socio-legal attitude equally respects the 

sociological and legal elements of corruption. The current standpoint is based on the position of the World Bank, which, 

under corruption, implies abuse of the public position in order to achieve private benefit. International organization for 

the fight against corruption Transparency International defines corruption like as abuse of power for private gain. Based 

on the accepted definitions, public powers (in the public or private sector), abuse of authority and unlawful property gain 

(for themselves or others) can be distinguished as the most important elements of corruption. The most important 

elements of corruption are: 

 public powers (in the public or private sector), 

 abuse of authority 

 unlawful property gain 

 

Manifestations of corruption can be: individual, systemic, indirect, competitive, active and passive and other forms 

(institutional and idiosyncratic, conventional and indirect, street, contractual and political, transactional, exiting and 

investing, nepotistic and autogenic). Political Corruption is grand corruption which is primarily represented among high 

government officials, which makes it particularly dangerous due to the great power of individuals. Petty Corruption is 

the kind of corruption which refers to responsible persons employed in public administration who decide on the rights of 

natural persons (citizens) and legal entities. Etiological dimension of corruption includes the causes and conditions of 

corruption that may be endogenous (personal character, motivation and initiative) and exogenous (political, social, 

institutional, legal and economic). Exogenous causes are mainly related to the weaknesses of the political, economic and 

legal system, such as the absence of adequate legal solutions and anti-corruption mechanisms. This affects the distrust of 

citizens in the state and its institutions and contributes to the absence of the rule of law. Victimological dimension of 

corruption includes the protection of victims and injured parties in corruptive acts. This dimension is of particular 

importance for strengthening and encouraging the position of victims to report even the smallest acts of corruption. 

 

3. International Legislation for Fighting Corruption 
International anti-corruption legislation encompasses the most important multilateral conventions adopted at the UN and 

Council of Europe levels. UN Convention against Corruption stipulates the obligation of the signatory states to envisage 

anti-corruption measures in their national legislation, adequate legal and institutional mechanisms for combating 

corruption, training of staff and the incrimination of corrupt criminal offenses in national law. Among the most important 

incriminations are mentioned: bribery, embezzlement, unlawful appropriation or other redeployment of property, trade 

in influence, abuse of office, unlawful engagement, money laundering of assets gained by a criminal offense, obstruction 

of justice, the responsibility of legal persons and punishment of all persons who have contributed to the commission of 

the criminal offense. UN Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime also provides for obligation of the 

signatory states to incriminate corruption offenses in national legislation. Convention provides for the formation of 

specialized bodies to combat all forms of organized crime and the use of special investigative techniques. Regarding 

corruption, the Convention in a similar way determines the term, subjects and acts of the commission of corrupt criminal 

offenses. Criminal Law Convention on Corruption was adopted at the level of the Council of Europe which foresees the 

obligation to incriminate the following corruptive acts such as: bribery in the public and private sector, trade in influence, 

money laundering acquired by corruptive offenses and financial crime. Civil Law Convention on Corruption defines 

corruption as any act that relates to the direct or indirect search, offering, giving or receiving of bribes or any other 

unauthorized use, as well as the ability to obtain such benefits. Based on the Civil Law Convention on Corruption formed 

is an international expert organization GRECO - Group of States against Corruption, whose basic task is to monitor the 

application of the Convention in practice, prepare a report on the state of corruption in each signatory state and make 

recommendations for combating corruption. 

 

4. National Legislation for Fighting Corruption 
4.1. Legislative of Republic of Croatia 

Croatia has become a member of the EU on July 1, 2013 and has accordingly harmonized its legislation with EU law. 

Criminal justice framework for the suppression of corruption is made up of several important regulations: Criminal Code, 

Criminal Procedure Code, Law on the Prevention of Conflict of Interest in Public Functions, Law on USKOK, Law on 

Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism, Law on Responsibility of Legal Persons for Criminal 

Offenses, Witness Protection Act, Law on Access to Information and the Law on International Legal Assistance in 
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Criminal Matters. Criminal Code Republic of Croatia (CC RC) provides for the following corruptive offenses: Bribing 

and receiving bribes, Abuse of position and authority, Money laundering, Trading in influence, Giving and receiving 

bribes in economic business, Bribing for trading in influence, Misuse of public procurement procedure, Illegal favoritism, 

Receiving and giving bribes in bankruptcy proceedings, Bribing member of parliament. Amendments to the Criminal 

Code RC have introduced several criminal offenses, such as art.254. Misuse of public procurement procedure and art.292. 

Illegal favoritism. The Criminal Procedure Code Republic of Croatia (CPC RC) provides for the criminal investigation 

to be conducted and chaired by the Public Prosecution RC that has available the improved legal mechanisms such as the 

treaty of parties with regard to the admission of guilt and consequently lower sentences. Law on USKOK determines the 

structure, organization and competences of the Office in the fight against corruption and organized crime. It enters into 

the legal order of Croatia the Council Framework Decision 2005/212/PUP of 24 February 2005 on the confiscation of 

property gains, assets and property acquired by a criminal offense and Council Framework Decision 2002/465 / PUP of 

13 June 2002 on joint investigative teams. Strategic documents have been adopted in the fight against this plague: The 

Strategy for the Suppression of Corruption from 2015 to 2020 and the Action Plan for 2017 and 2018 with the Strategy. 

 

4.2. Legislative of Republic of Serbia 

Serbia is a candidate country for EU membership and is in the process of harmonizing its legislation with EU law. 

Criminal justice framework for the suppression of corruption is made up of several important regulations: Criminal Code, 

Criminal Procedure Code, Law on Organization and Competence of State Bodies in Suppressing Organized Crime, Law 

on the Program for the Protection of Participants in Criminal Procedure, Law on Withdrawal of Proceeds of the Criminal 

Offense, Law on the Anti-Corruption Agency Zakon o agenciji za borbu protiv korupcije and Law on the Protection of 

Whistleblowers. Criminal Code of Serbia (CC RS) incriminates the following criminal offenses: Receipt of Bribes, 

Giving Bribes, Giving and receiving bribes related to voting, Abuse of the Position of a Responsible Person, Misuse of 

Public Procurement, Violation of employment rights and during unemployment, Trading in Influence, Abuse of Official 

Position, Abuse in the Privatization Process, Bribing in Execution of Economic Activities, Acceptance of a Bribe in the 

Execution of Economic Activities, Causing Bankruptcy, Causing False Bankruptcy and Money laundering. In early 2018, 

the last amendments to the Criminal Code of Serbia came into force by which Serbia criminalized several new criminal 

offenses involving corruption. Criminal Procedure Code of Serbia instead to the earlier investigative judges, has entrusted 

the investigation to the Public Prosecutor's Office of RS, to whom the criminal police is subordinated. For the collection 

of evidence and prosecution of suspects for corruption, great importance is given to basic (art.85-159) and special 

evidence (art.160-187).  

Table 1: Most frequent offenses pf corruption in CC RC and CC RS 

CROATIA SERBIA 

Art.CC Corruption criminal offence Art.CC Corruption criminal offence 

251 Receiving and giving bribes in 

bankruptcy proceedings 

227 Abuse of the Position of a 

Responsible Person 

252 Receiving bribes in economic 

business 

228 Misuse of Public Procurement 

253 Giving bribes in economic 

business 

245 Money laundering 

254 Misuse of public procurement 

procedure 

359 Abuse of Official Position 

265 Money laundering 366 Trading in Influence 

291 Abuse of position and authority 367 Receipt of Bribes 

292 Illegal favoritism 368 Giving Bribes 

293 Receipt of Bribes 156 Giving and receiving bribes related to 

voting 

294 Giving Bribes 228a Abuse in the Privatization Process 

295 Trading in Influence 230 Acceptance of a Bribe in the Execution 

of Economic Activities 

296 Bribing for trading in influence 231 Bribing in Execution of Economic 

Activities 

339 Bribing member of parliament 232 Causing Bankruptcy 

  232a Causing False Bankruptcy 
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Law on Organization and Competence of State Bodies in Suppressing Organized Crime provides for the formation of 

Special Department of the Higher Public Prosecutor's Office for Combating Corruption and the Special Departments of 

the High Courts for the Suppression of Corruption. Police affairs related to the suppression of corruption are performed 

by the Office for the Fight against Organized Crime. Law on Withdrawal of Proceeds of the Criminal Offense is an 

important regulation that, among other things, regulates the seizure of property acquired by criminal offenses of 

corruption. Following strategic documents were adopted in the fight against this plague: National Anti- Corruption 

Strategy for 2013-2018 and the Action Plan for the Implementation of the Strategy from 2013 to 2018. 

 

According to the more frequent corruptive offenses listed in the previous table, the compliance of incriminations with 

the legal regulation of EU is evident. In Croatia, the most often committed criminal offense of corruption is art.291 Abuse 

of position and authority. Second place is the criminal offense art.294. Giving Bribes, while in third place is the criminal 

offense art.293. Receipt of Bribes. In Serbia the most often committed criminal offense of corruption is art.359. Abuse 

of Official Position. Second place is the criminal offense art.227. Abuse of the Position of a Responsible Person, while 

in third place is the criminal offense art.367. 

 

Receipt of Bribes. As can be seen from the comparative table, among incriminations in CC RS there aee no criminal 

offenses of Receiving and giving bribes in bankruptcy proceedings and Bribing for trading in influence, so the suggestion 

is to incorporate them into criminal law. 

 

5. Conclusion 
Corruption is today an indisputable social phenomenon that crosses the state borders and is justifiably considered a global 

problem. It has equally affected the public and private sector, developed and underdeveloped countries. Particularly 

affected are transition countries that did not have developed enough legal and institutional mechanisms to combat 

corruption. In our Region, corruption has progressed in all newly emerged states and has become a de facto way of life 

for a number of people, which has questioned the started reform of the legal system and the social order. In response to 

the challenges, risks and threats of acts of corruption, the legislator in Serbia and Croatia has adopted established 

international standards and solutions from previously signed and ratified documents. On this basis, the criminal law in 

those countries has been revised, and in this respect with the recent amendments of the CC the RS has criminalized seven 

new corruption-related offenses. In Serbia, the situation is somewhat more favorable because Croatia's earlier application 

for EU membership has aligned its legislation with EU regulations. In the prosecution of corrupt criminal offenses and 

their perpetrators in RC and RS, specialized bodies of detection and persecution have had a leading role, as well as the 

use of special investigative techniques and methods based on the US and developed EU countries. We are of the opinion 

that we should de lege ferenda adopt the Law on whistleblowers in Croatia as soon as possible, as done in Serbia, 

primarily for the protection of persons who report criminal offenses of corruption. It is necessary for Serbia to act 

according to the recommendations of GRECO experts from the last year's report and strengthen the independence of the 

courts and the independence of the prosecution, ensure the selection of staff according to professional standards and 

pursue the depoliticization of the judiciary. 
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